Residential Pool Application Requirements

Comply with IRC Appendix G with Mass Amendments

- Site Plan showing location of pool, pool barrier enclosure and gates. Indicate setbacks.
- If house is being used as part of barrier, indicate location of door alarms.
- If alarms are not being used, provide specifications of safety cover.
- Provide construction details of pool
  - Gunite – plan & cross section indicating rebar & pool profile
  - Vinyl – plan & pool profile
  - Fiberglass – plan & pool profile
- Energy (per IECC R403.10)
  - Indicate heater fuel source (gas, electric, solar, etc.)
  - Timers – cut sheet for pump(s) & heaters showing timers
  - Vapor Retardant Cover – for heated pools only, provide cut sheet
  - Heater – manual on/off switch must be readily accessible

Note: While we understand that the scope of the pool project may not be under the control of a single contractor, a final sign-off on the pool will not be granted until all code issues are satisfied.